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From the author of The Improbability of Love: a dazzling
novel both satirical and moving, about an eccentric,
dysfunctional family of English aristocrats, and their crumbling
stately home that reminds us how the lives and hopes of
women can still be shaped by the ties of family and love. For
more than seven hundred years, the vast, rambling
Trelawney Castle in Cornwall--turrets, follies, a room for every
day of the year, four miles of corridors and 500,000
acres--was the magnificent and grand "three dimensional
calling card" of the earls of Trelawney. By 2008, it is in a
complete state of ruin due to the dulled ambition and the
financial ineptitude of the twenty-four earls, two world wars,
the Wall Street crash, and inheritance taxes. Still: the heir to
all of it, Kitto, his wife, Jane, their three children, their dog,
Kitto's ancient parents, and his aunt Tuffy Scott, an
entomologist who studies fleas, all manage to live there and
keep it going. Four women dominate the story: Jane; Kitto's
sister, Blaze, who left Trelawney and made a killing in finance
in London, the wildly beautiful, seductive, and long-ago
banished Anastasia and her daughter, Ayesha. When
Anastasia sends a letter announcing that her nineteen-yearold daughter, Ayesha, will be coming to stay, the longestranged Blaze and Jane must band together to take charge
of their new visitor--and save the house of Trelawney. But
both Blaze and Jane are about to discover that the house
itself is really only a very small part of what keeps the family
together.
Winner of the 2018 Michael L. Printz Award--an achingly
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beautiful novel aboutgrief and the enduring power of
friendship.
Beyond the tallest mountains, in a forest far away, There's a
haven safe from tigers, where gentle animals stay. They hide
there from predators and live a life of ease, Eating lots of
vegetables and fruit that grows on trees.
A group of teens in a mountain town, during a late night
prank, find suspicious activity in a local attraction. They
realize recent mysterious deaths in the community trace back
to what they discovered. Plagued with nightmares, visions,
and unnerving coincidences, the teens struggle with
alliances, beliefs and their own personal strengths and
weaknesses while reality and love are redefined. Power
couple Tanner and Heather, Nerd Brianna, True-hearted
Bumbler Jack and Sensitive Jock Tristan aren't sure what
they saw when they broke into a building in the mountains,
but they are haunted by the experience. Murder and madness
force the teens to act: will they be victims or victors?
With love and loss tangled together, how was she to know
where her life would lead? Allie Kirkland has always heard the
call of her father's unfinished destiny. When she's offered a
production assistant's job on a docudrama filming in the hills
near Moses Lake, Texas, the dream of following in her
director-father's footsteps suddenly seems within reach. The
reenactment of the legendary frontier settlement of Wildwood
is a first step into the film industry. A summer on set in the
wilderness is a small price to pay for a dream. But in 1861,
the real Wildwood held dangerous realities. Town founder
Harland Delavan held helpless residents, including young
Irish schoolteacher Bonnie Rose, in an iron grip. Mysterious
disappearances led to myths and legends still retold in the
region's folk songs. Eventually, the entire site was found
abandoned. When filming begins, strange connections
surface between Allie and the teacher who disappeared over
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a century ago, and everyone in Wildwood--including Blake
Fulton, Allie's handsome neighbor on the film set--seems to
be hiding secrets. Allie doesn't know whom she can trust. If
she can't find the answers in time, history may repeat
itself...with the most unthinkable results.
In the aftermath of her mother's stroke, a bond is forged
betwixt strange signs and unexpected events. Exhausted by
circumstances, Laura gives her mother up to the first of three
nursing homes and keeps her mouth shut about it all. Until
now.
As the competition season approaches, Paige Marshall must
quickly revamp the show choir's number while dealing with an
arrogant world-renowned tenor, but when that tenor is found
dead, she must stop a killer's deadly solo. Original.
Summer ends too fast when you’re dreading junior high
Twelve-year-old Madison Finn is allergic to change. Her two
best friends are away at camp and Madison is not sure she’s
going to survive the summer, let alone the beginning of junior
high. Good thing she has a new laptop, which she uses to
write and store all of her thoughts on friendship, her parents’
divorce, and her fear of being called a loser for not liking
sushi! At first, change seems like the worst thing ever, but
with the support of her family, friends, and little pug, Phin,
Madison realizes she can handle anything that comes her
way.
There’s an old saying: “Learn from other people's mistakes.
Life is too short to make them all yourself.” Gabriel Jacob
Israel tried to make them all herself. Thankfully—she failed.
Neither her sordid childhood nor her troubled teens nor her
misguided twenties could stop an almighty God from making
sure this once-wayward girl failed every attempt to do bad all
by herself. A journey through the raw, real, and oftentimes
graphic events of Gabriel’s life, The Breaking is the true story
of a love that blooms between a young woman and the God
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who refused to give her up without a fight. You will discover,
like Gabriel did, that despite your past, God is well able to set
your best days in front of you.
The Kansas prairie in 1878 is the setting for this mystery
about a girl who gets a new stepmother—a woman who may
not be what she appears Ida Kate Deming lives on the
Kansas prairie with her father. Once a lonely outpost, Hays
City is now a bustling town where the twelve-year-old
impatiently awaits the arrival of papa’s mail-order bride. Ida
Kate lost her beloved mother when she was ten. Now
someone new will share their lives, along with the seemingly
endless chores. And the best part is, Ida Kate will have a new
mother and a new little brother, as well. But when Caroline
Fairchild steps off the train, she doesn’t look at all the way
she described herself in her letters. Instead of being tall and
thin, she’s short. And her hair is the wrong color. And she
definitely isn’t allergic to cats. As Ida Kate races to uncover
the truth before her father marries Caroline, a blizzard
endangers her new family, and Ida Kate has to figure out
where her true loyalties lie. This ebook includes a historical
afterword.
Rich Shull like many of his counterparts worldwide grew up in
an era before Autism was diagnosable and as such we have
figured out Autism from end-to-end. With our Personal
experience in Autism thinking and real life we blend together
Autism (Picture Thinking) and normal thought to achieve a
normal life. We drive hold normal jobs and are not the
stereotypical Rain Man or anti-social genius, the world knows
so well, as Autism. We can see the OBVIOUS errors and
myths the current Autism thinking has created and thank our
lucky stars we were never diagnosed, or we would all be in a
group home. Modern Autism Education is two Steps
backwards. Our success in real life needs to be studied and
accounted for. It is Autism's success bottled and waiting to be
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tapped. What Current Autism Expert can claim first had
knowledge with Autistic thought and our super active senses
and even our Pain free injuries? Pre Rain Man Autism has
ignored us for years now, Perhaps it has missed a few points
that we have discovered and cured?
When the invitation to the Preffyn family reunion arrives
interrupting a perfectly decent summer vacation, 15-year-old
Shelley Wollcott is anything but enthusiastic. It’s not that
Shelley has anything against her relatives, she just can’t
stand it when they give her that “what a pity” look. It’s not
her fault that her real mother walked out on the family or that
her father has remarried yet again. With Dad away on
business and her older sister visiting their mother in Paris,
Shelley must face the “perfect” Preffyns’ reunion with only
her prankster younger brother and her insecure new
stepmother at her side. It’s an opportunity to uncover the
family’s secrets, but Shelley isn’t sure whether, when she
discovers the truth, she’ll laugh or cry. In this funny and
poignant novel by Caroline B. Cooney, Shelley learns to
appreciate all the members of her unusual family—including
herself!—in ways she never anticipated. And she discovers
things are often not as perfect as they seem.
A collection of ten contemporary plays, by writers who reflect
a range of cultural origins, about male homosexuality.
Surprise Christmas blessings Her Holiday Family by Winnie
Griggs Reserved widow Eileen Pierce never considered
herself cut out to be a mother. But when handyman Simon
Tucker is stranded in town with ten young orphans at
Christmastime, she can't just turn them away. Though
Simon’s easygoing demeanor clashes with Eileen’s
buttoned-up propriety, his kindness melts her stern facade.
Soon Simon and the children upend Eileen's quiet, orderly
life. Will they do the same to her guarded heart? The Sheriff's
Christmas Twins by Karen Kirst Convinced that Allison
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Ashworth deserves better, Sheriff Shane Timmons has
always tried to remain aloof. But with Allison in Gatlinburg for
the holidays and caring for two motherless babies, Shane
wants to help her. Allison has always been drawn to Shane,
but he never seemed to look her way. Now, spending time
with him and the twins gives her hope that her dreams of
motherhood—and a life with Shane—may come true.

‘The Red Moment’ is the debut novel by Sydney
Mercer. An adventure thriller, set in an inexplicable SciFi
world where Knights fight Disco Masters and if you’re
not careful someone may explode. Daisy Morales,
having survived a childhood of torment, finds herself
inflicted with the Red Moment: an overwhelming force
that can only be subdued through murder. Wishing to
protect the innocent from herself, Daisy joins the Threat
Detection Agency and quickly finds herself facing off
against the deadly and the bizarre until a threat larger
than anything she can comprehend forces her to
confront the darkness within and become one with the
Red Moment… Or lose everyone she cares about.
There are no scars like those inflicted in childhood, and
no love like your first. Timeless couples Diane Hoffmann
and Mikey Lund, Roxanne Hart and Jamie Dubois,
Cherish Stephenson and Ty Foxx, and Sapphire
Stephenson and William Decker seek out the
unconditional love and healing of an angel and the
scorching heat of unending passion. Heaven's promise,
desire's flame.... Mikey Lund has been in love with most
of his female friends from afar for years yet never
considered any of them truly an option for him. His friend
Diane Hoffman learns her boyfriend is married with kids
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and asks him if he'll help her convince Robert she's over
him. But Diane soon discovers that Mike is the perfect
"pretend" boyfriend...so perfect, she can't help
wondering if their amazingly sweet, sexy, romantic
relationship could last in the real world.
She lived and breathed history, but when Margaux finds
herself a hundred years into the past, she knows it's
more than an episode of Deja Vu. First it was days, then
weeks, then decades. And it's getting worse the more
she thinks about it. Somehow, Margaux Pennington is
reliving pieces of time. When she lands in the Old West,
1881, befriended by four ex-prostitutes, she's determined
to beat out Roman Shaw, owner of the opposing saloon.
Roman, however, seems to have more than business on
his mind. But he's not the worst of her problems. For
some reason, Margaux can't get back to the future. Then
again...she's not sure that she wants to."
Looking for heart-racing romance and breathless
suspense? Want stories filled with life-and-death
situations that cause sparks to fly between adventurous,
strong women and brave, powerful men? Harlequin®
Romantic Suspense brings you all that and more with
four new full-length titles in one collection! COLTON’S
DEADLY DISGUISE The Coltons of Mustang Valley by
Geri Krotow FBI agent Holden St. Clair and local reporter
Isabella Colton distrust one another for good reason. But
long days and hot nights searching for a serial killer
prove they can share more than chemistry—if they
survive. COLTON COWBOY JEOPARDY The Coltons of
Mustang Valley by Regan Black Mia Graves and her
child are under threat when Jarvis Colton finds them on
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his family’s stolen ranch. They both need help—but their
teaming up could risk more than just their physical
safety. SNOWBOUND TARGETS by Karen Whiddon
When a mysterious woman with no memory and very
good self-defense skills appears in his remote cabin, war
correspondent Jason Sheffield tries to help her. But her
mind holds the key to more than just her own past and
uncovering what she knows could have deadly
consequences. BODYGUARD BOYFRIEND Bachelor
Bodyguards by Lisa Childs A street-smart bodyguard
and a spoiled socialite have nothing in common. Until her
father’s position as a judge over a major drug lord’s trial
puts Bella Holmes in danger and Tyce Jackson is the
bodyguard assigned to her case. He’s only pretending
to be her boyfriend, but as bullets fly, emotions run
higher than ever
Part romance, part detective story, Sputnik Sweetheart
tells the story of a tangled triangle of uniquely unrequited
love. K is madly in love with his best friend, Sumire, but
her devotion to a writerly life precludes her from any
personal commitments. At least, that is, until she meets
an older woman to whom she finds herself irresistibly
drawn. When Sumire disappears from an island off the
coast of Greece, K is solicited to join the search
party—and finds himself drawn back into her world and
beset by ominous visions. Subtle and haunting, Sputnik
Sweetheart is a profound meditation on human longing.
The main character of the story begins her story at age
three and goes to the present day. She has lived
through, devastation, molestation, brutality, but applys
humor to most of her greif, misery, tradgedy,
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hopelesness, perversion. Faith and Hope are the end
result. All of the experiences in the Book are true as she
remembers.The Book offers hope, for someone who
might think life is to harsh or has been hopeless. She
goes through many stages of her life and adds a flash of
humor all through the Book and remains an optomist to
the end, with a few detours in between!
Our entire lives are online, but what if the boy you love
actually livesthere? For fans of Adam Silvera comes a
story about the future of relationships. Eden has always
had two loves- her best friend, Lacey, and her crush,
Will. And then, almost simultaneously, she loses them
both. Will to a car accident and Lacey to the inevitable
growing up and growing apart. Devastated by the holes
they have left in her life, Eden finds solace in an unlikely
place. Before he died, Will set up an account with In
Good Company, a service that uploads voices and
emails and creates a digital companion that can be
called anytime, day or night. It couldn't come at a better
time because, after losing Lacey--the hardest thing Eden
has had to deal with--who else can she confide all her
secrets to? Who is Eden without Lacey? As Eden falls
deeper into her relationship with "Will," she hardly
notices as her real life blooms around her. There is a
new job, new friends. Then there is Oliver. He's Lacey's
twin, so has always been off-limits to her, until now. He
may be real, but to have him, will Eden be able to say
goodbye to Will? Sarah Everett deftly captures the
heartbreak of losing your best friend and discovering
love in the unlikeliest of places.

Get four of my stand-alone books with a female main
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character together in one ebook package. This set,
titled Dark is Deepest, includes Tattooed Teardrops,
which won the Top Fiction Prize in the 2016 In the
Margins Top Ten Books for Teens literary award.
Buying them all together and save. Included are:
Stand Alone – Is Justine crazy? Everyone thinks so,
but Justine can’t give up her sense of who she
is—someone far different than the loving daughter Em
expects her to be—to just fit in and be happy. She is
sure that Em secretly holds the key to who Justine
really is. But if she does, Em isn’t talking. Tattooed
Teardrops – “I don’t plan on getting in any trouble.”
Tamara had thought that when she got out of juvie,
things would be easier. But before long, it seems like
her life is spiraling into chaos. If she can’t prove to
her probation officer that she is innocent of the
allegations against her, she’s going back to prison,
and Tamara just can’t let that happen. Cynthia has a
Secret – One day, fifteen-year-old Carmina Knight’s
life was perfect, and the next, she’d lost everything.
Her family, her home, almost everything that she
knew. Alone on the streets, she can’t trust anyone,
but she also can’t make it alone. Questing for a
Dream – Nadie is a bright but rebellious teen
growing up Manitoba Cree. Living in abject poverty,
she tries to help care for the younger children in the
band. Devastated by the drowning death of her little
cousin and unable to overcome her grief, Nadie
leaves the band. How can she find her own place in
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a foreign world where she is abused and
discriminated against, and for the first time in her life,
completely alone?
"Sixteen year old Kat Whittaker led a normal, boring
life up until the day she had a near death experience
and came back being able to communicate with
ghosts. She gets outcast from her social circle and
befriends the new kid, Kevin, who surprisingly now
shares the same ability as Kat. They discover that
their local high school used to be an old lunatic
asylum that was home to a cult of devil-worshippers,
and the arrival of the suddenly gifted teenagers stirs
up these things that should have remained buried
forever. The dark spirits and the demons are awake,
and now nobody and nowhere is safe as they begin
to leave a trail of destruction behind them, hell-bent
on finishing what they started. The clock begins to
tick and unless Kat and Kevin can adapt to their new
lives and fast, the barrier between the living and the
dead will be broken forever."
If Only I Wasn't Lonely!CHILDREN BEDTIME
STORY PICTURE BOOK
KIND PROMISES is a collection of the first three
novels in the One Kind Deed Series. ONE KIND
HEART Leah had a plan in place for this new phase
of her life. Over six feet of Dakota Brenton wasn't
going to change that. Dakota Brenton spends his
days leading adventures through the woods of
Maplehaven, Vermont. Leah Greenstead is the new
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fourth grade teacher at Maplehaven Elementary.
When Dakota meets Leah at a ceremony honoring
his family's sawmill, he sees his next adventure. As
Maplehaven's golden boy, he's surprised when Leah
doesn't immediately accept his advances. He's never
had to work this hard, but he has a feeling Leah will
be worth the effort. Is one kind heart enough to
change Leah's mind about love? ONE KIND KISS
Krista saw Noah every day. Some days, resisting
him was easy. Most days, it wasn't. Noah Williams
has been in love since the third grade, but he's
settled for Best Friend status for thirty years. Krista
Davidson runs the business side of Birch Peak
Adventures with efficiency and precision while
raising her son, Luke. When Luke finds himself in
danger early one morning, Noah leaps to the rescue,
risking his own life in the process. Krista's eyes are
opened to everything Noah has to offer her and her
son. Is one kind kiss enough to change friends into
soul mates? ONE KIND TOUCH Being here in
Maplehaven was healing Carter. Being with Dena
was helping. Tonight might cure him completely.
Dena Brenton crunches numbers at her family's
sawmill in Maplehaven, Vermont. Carter Bennett
breathes life into the video games he creates. When
trouble finds Dena at a conference in Rhode Island,
she retreats to the safety of Maplehaven. Carter is
ready to be there for her, but she's done the
calculations and putting herself in safe mode is the
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only way to keep any potential threats outside her
perimeter. Is one kind touch enough to resume the
game?
Love is all you need... or is it? Penny's about to find
out in this wonderful debut. Penny is sick of boys
and sick of dating. So she vows: no more. It's a
personal choice. . .and, of course, soon everyone
wants to know about it. And a few other girls are
inspired. A movement is born: The Lonely Hearts
Club (named after the band from Sgt. Pepper).
Penny is suddenly known for her nondating ways . . .
which is too bad, because there's this certain boy
she can't help but like. . . .
Dogs have long been manÆs best friend, but the
Bug ManÆs friends is a rare breed . . . the cadaver
dog. All roads lead to the White House for John
Henry Braden, the charismatic senator from Virginia
aristocracy whose beautiful wife Victoria is the talk of
Washington and the crown jewel of Endor, her
backwoods Virginia hometown. But when bodies turn
up on BradenÆs propertyùthe site of a multimillion
dollar construction project heÆs spearheadingùthe
senatorÆs spin doctors, led by his future first lady,
must act quickly to quell a conspiracy before it
blemishes their presidential campaign. Enter
entomologist Nick Polchak, the quirky bug expert
enlisted to determine if the senatorÆs bone yard is a
forgotten cemetery or a crime scene. To help with
the investigation, Polchak follows local legend to
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Alena Savard, a mysterious woman known for her
ability to turn mongrels into the best search dogs
around. They soon find themselves on the trail of a
desperate individual bent on protecting a terrible
secret. Less than Dead is an unforgettable tale of
crime and concealment in the corridors of highstakes politicsùas well as in the deepest contours of
the human heart.
This reader brings together the best of Noèel
Coward's short stories, verse, songs, plays,
screenplays, etc.
What's in a name? Well, if your name is Lonely and
you're an octopus, a lot more than you might think -especially when you set out to find other octopuses
just like yourself. In this engaging and colorful picture
book, young readers will travel beneath the sea (and
into the sky) with Lonely, as he meets new friends
while learning one of Life's most valuable lessons
along the way.
‘WOW – I am absolutely blown away… this book
really, really got under my skin. I feel slightly dizzy
now and need a lie-down with a soft pillow and lots
of chocolate.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘OMFG this is
Barbara Copperthwaite’s best book yet!! … just blew
everything else out of the water. Seriously. This book
had me on edge…my poor nerves were shattered.
Buy it, read it, love it!’ Goodreads reviewer ‘Gripped
from page one until the very end…A great
rollercoaster of a story!! Wow, wow, wow!! Five
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stars!!’ Stardust Book Reviews Some secrets you
can never tell. Everyone thinks the Thomases are
the perfect family: grand London house, gorgeous
kids. They don’t know wife Dominique is a paranoid
wreck. They don’t know husband Ben is trapped in a
web of deceit. They don’t know daughter Ruby lives
in fear of the next abusive text. But someone knows
all their secrets. Can the lies that bind them tear
them apart? A gripping psychological thriller that will
have you holding your breath until the very last page.
Fans of Behind Closed Doors, Gone Girl and The
Girl on the Train will be hooked. See what readers
are saying about Her Last Secret: ‘OMG… I was well
and truly hooked… had me guessing right until the
very end!… I am blown away. I cannot recommend
this enough… without a doubt a must read’ Chelle’s
Book Reviews ‘OH MY WORD! This is a fantastic
read!...intense and terrifying…an absolutely gripping
read. I was totally immersed…Outstanding, I highly
recommend!’ Chat About Books ‘Thrilling and
captivating! A tangled web of lies and secrets is
masterfully woven in this psychological thriller…I was
hooked right from page one… a big fat 5 stars from
me, I totally recommend this book.’ Bonnie’s Book
Talk ‘An enthralling read that draws you in the
further you get into it whilst getting darker and
darker. Totally jaw dropping stuff. Loved it’ By The
Letter Book Reviews ‘Her Last Secret is a dark,
unsettling and addictive read that will reel you in and
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keep you hooked from the very first page.’ Brew and
Books Review ‘Shocking, breath taking, gripping
and heart-breaking, at one point I was almost in
tears. I absolutely loved this well-written, emotional
roller coaster, the twists in the story keep you
hooked, trying to work out what happened that night.
Highly recommended.’ Nicki’s Life of Crime ‘I loved
everything about this book from beginning to end…
It's with books like this that I wish I could read faster
than I do. A simply terrific read.’ Goodreads
reviewer ‘This book absolutely consumed me from
start to finish and even when I wasn't reading it i was
thinking about it. It is totally gripping and there were
so many twists my head was spinning – an
absolutely fantastic read!’ Goodreads reviewer
‘What a book! I genuinely think this is one of the
best books I've ever read, I sat and read it in one go.
I couldn't guess how it was going to end and didn't
anticipate the epilogue. A gripping page turner that
had me in tears towards the end.’ Goodreads
reviewer ‘I'm still open mouthed at the finale. It was
so cleverly crafted…this book is compelling,
unputdownable…if you are a fan of books that
surprise you, then this is the book for you.’ Rachel’s
Random Reads ‘This book had me gripped from the
very first few pages…This really was a page turner you are desperate to read more.’ Bookworms and
Shutterbugs ‘Absolutely superb, she's only gone
and done it again - did NOT want to put this book
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down!!’ Donna’s Book Blog
Depression: The chemical imbalance in the brain
that attacks the very soul. Yet, as late as 1974, the
American Psychiatric Association listed in their
diagnostic manual "strong religious belief" as a
disorder. Is depression exclusively a chemical
imbalance? And as recently as today many pastors
in the religious community discourage their
parishioners from seeking medical help. Is
depression exclusively a spiritual attack? From
Depression to Deliverance is a spiritual companion
to your doctor's advice demonstrating that
depression is an attack on the mind, body and spirit.
Thus, in order to win this battle, we have to attack it
on all three fronts embracing both the scientific and
spiritual communities. You are not alone in this
battle. So join us on this pilgrimage from a
psychiatrist's office, to the great outdoors with a few
church sermons on the way; from mourning to joy,
from torment to peace, from darkness into God's
wonderful light.
The first attempt by the author to tell his tale in poetic
lines; the book touches on the story of childhood,
adolescence and young adulthood as experienced.
Also, it takes a cue from others experiences mainly
of people close by since every experience is shared
between or amongst people. The book in its tale
telling attempt drifts through time and touches on
diverse topics as love, death, hopes and wishes e.t.c
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Loneliness has reached the levels of an epidemic.
From the bullied child to the new parent, from the
pensioner who has outlived friends and family
members to teenagers who manage their social lives
through the glow of a mobile phone, it can - and
does - affect anyone and everyone, irrespective of
age, race or class. Many suffer in silence, convinced
it's a confession too far, a sign of too much
vulnerability, a shameful failing. But the human
condition is not a failing. What's it like when
loneliness descends? How does it announce itself,
and how do you recognise it? Do you discuss it, or
conceal it? From where can you seek help? A Life
Less Lonely shares stories of loneliness and social
isolation, and looks for ways in which we can help
one another to future-proof ourselves against this
most insidious affliction. By talking to those who
suffer from it, and by highlighting the work of those
who fight to combat it, the book offers guidance on
how to spot the symptoms in yourself and in others,
how to connect with those around you, and how, by
understanding it all better, we might just set
ourselves free from it. In this way, what is an
epidemic today might not be one tomorrow.
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